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A T T O R N E Y S  A T  L A W  

Douglas J. Scheidt, Esq. 
Associate Director and Chief Counsel 
Division of Investment Management 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street, N.E. 
Washington, D,C. 20549 

RE: Gartmore Variable Lnsurance Trust I 

Dear Mr. Scheidt: 

The purpose of this letter is to request assurance that the staff of the 
Investment Management will not recommend dorcernent action lo the 
and Exchange Commission (the 
Company Act of 1940 ("1940 
if certain of its portfolios conduct in-kind purchases of 
below. The transactions would be conducted in 
InstitutionalFunds (Dec. 2 1,2005) ("GE 
no-action relief. Accordingly, we believe 
shareholders and not contravene the policies underlying Section 17(a). 

I 
I 

I. Background 

GVIT,a Delaware statutory tmst, is an open-end management investmen 
company registered under the 1940 Act. GVIT currently consists of 47 portfoli s, 
including the following: Gartmore GVIT Investor Destinations Aggressive Fun , 
Gartmore GVIT Investor Destinations Moderately Aggressive Fund, Gartmore iVIT 
Investor Destinations Moderate Fund, Garmore GVIT Investor Destinations M erately 
Conservative Fund and Gartmore GVIT Investor Destinations Conservative Fund 
(collectively, the "GVIT ID Funds"). These portfolios serve as investment vehidles for 
separate accounts of Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company and its in~urance 
affiliates ('Wationwide") that issue variable insurance contracts. Gartmore 
Capital Trust ("Gartmore"), or one of Gartrnore's registered investment adviso 
affiliates, serves as an investment adviser to GVIT (including the GVIT ID 

I Gartmore was organized in 1999 as an investment adviser for mutual funds. Omtmmc ia of the 
NWD Investment G~oup,the asset management arm of Nationwide. 
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The GVIT ID Funds operate as h d s  of fimds in 

exernptive order under Section 12(d)(l)(J) of the 1940 

contained in Sections 12(d)(l)(A) and (B) (the 

exemption under Sections 6(c) and 17(b) from 

extent necessary to implement tha h d  of fbnds structure, 

Funds are authorized to invest in finds both inside and outside the 

investment companies, as well as a fixed rate insurance contract 

The Order does not, however, gant any exemption pursuant to which the 

could conduct the proposed in-kind purchases that are described below. 


Gartrnore Mutual Funds ("GMF"), also a Delaware 

management investment company registered under the 1940 Act. 

intended for retail investors. GMF consists of 51 portfolios, including the 

Gartmore Bond Index Fund, Gartrnore Enhanced Income Fund, Gartmore 

Index Fund, Gartmore Mid Cap Mark& Index Fund, Gartmore Money 

Gartrnore S&P 500 Index Fund and Gartmore Small Cap Index Fund 

" G W  Underlying Funds"). The GMF Underlying Funds cwrently 

funds in which the GVIT ID Funds invest under the Order, Gartmore, or one o 

Gartmore's mgistered investment advisory affiliates, serves as an investment 

G W  (including the GMF Underlying h d s ) .  


GVIT offers portfolios that comapond with the GMF Underlying Funds[aa 
follows: GVIT Bond Index Fund, GVIT Enhanced Income Fund, GVIT Interna onal 
Index Fund, GVIT Mid Cap lndex Fund; GVlT S&P 500 Index Fund; GVIT S all Cap 
Index Fund and Gartmore GVIT Monsy Market Fund (the "GVIT Underlying Ad~") ) .~  
At present, the majority of each GVIT ID Fund's assets arc still invested in the hMF 
Underlying Funds, Nevertheless, Gartmore would like to restructure the 
investments in the GVIT Underlying Funds so that they would invest 
the GVIT Underlying Funds.' The same persons serve as members 
Trustees of GVIT and GMF (the "Board"). 

In the Matter of Nationwide Life Insurornca Company,st al,,Investment Company Act Rel. 0s. 25492 
(Mar. 2 I ,  2002) (notice) and 25528 (Apr. 16,2002)(order). N' A8 the OVIT Bond Index Fund, GVIT Small Cap Index Fund and GVITE h c c d  lncomc und 
registration statements were effective as of May 1,2006,and are not yet being offered to pu lic1 
invc8tors. these have minimal, if any, assete as of the date of ttus letter. These Funds will c 
opcratiom when the GVIT ID Fund assets are trawfmed pursuant to the proposed in-kind 
transactions. The Funds will h v e  substantiallyidentical underlying portfolio securities 
subsrantially the same propornonal amounts as the GMFUnderlyulg Funds when the 
publicly offered. 

Upon somplaion of he  proposed hwactiona, the GVYT ID Funds will no longer have any lomining 
investments in the GMF Uderlymg Funds. I 
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11. Propoaed Transactions 

The proposed in-kind transactions are part of a restructuring of the unde lying 
investments of the GVIT ID Funds from a predominance of GMF Underlying ds to a 
predominance of GVIT UnderIying Funds to allow insurance company separat accounts 
that invest in the W I T  ID Funds greater flexibility in satisfying certain diversi ication 
requirements imposed on them by the Internal Revenue Code ("LRC"). To satis y such 
diversification requirements, a separate account may "look through" to the asse s held by 
any fund in which the separate account invests as long as all of the beneficial in erests of 
the fund are held by one or more separate accounts of one or more insurance co paniss.$ 
This look-through approach is not available where the GVIT ID Funds invest i the GMF 
Underlying Funds because the shares of such GMFUnderlying Funds are not s Id 
exclusively to insurance company separate accounts for use with variable insur8 ce 
products. Consequently, while an investment by a GVIT ID Fund in a GNlF U derlying 
Fund is legally permissible, any analysis of compliance with the RC's cliversifi ation 
requirements will treat the shares issued by the GMF Underlying Fund as an in estment 
in the securities of that single: issuer, rather than an investment in the securities f the 
various issuers represented by the portfolio securities holdings of that GMFUn erlying 
Fund. A restructuring of the GVIT ID Funds' investments predominantly to 
Underlying Funds, as described herein, therefore will permit the separate 
through to the portfolio securities held by the GVIT Underlying Funds in 
diversification requirements, 

These IRC requirements additionally mandate that the holders of variabl 
insurance contracts that are invested in a separate account not be permitted to e ercise 
control over the investments made by the separate account. The Internal Reven e 
Service reasons that if a holder of a variable contract can select and control the 
investment assets in the separate account of the life insurance company issuing , et,
contract, then the holder may be treated as the owner of those assets for federal income 
tax purposes. Whether such control is deemed to be exercised is determined by 
assessment of all of the facts and circumstances in any situation, including a co tract 
holder's ability to replicate the investment strategy of the separate account in wt'ch the 
variabls contract is invested by investing directly in the h d s  and other assets i which 
the separate account, directly or indirectly, is invested. A restructuring of the (3 IT ID 
Funds' investments predominantly to the GVITUnderlying Funds will defhitiv ly 
prevent a contract holder &om being able to invest directly in the funds and 0th r assets 
in which the separate account is invested. i 

The proposed restructuring, which would replace the GVIT ID Funds' 
investments in GMF Underlying Funds for shares of the GVIT Underlying Fun 

Spccific types of other investors may also bc pMmittcd to purchase a fund's shares, but un r 
considerably limited circumtancee. I 

d 194255 v .21  
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address both of these tax related issues and, therefore, will present on an on-~oig basis, 
fewer such issues that require monitoring. Monitoring will be unnecessary bec use the 
GVIT Underlying Funds are themselves adequately diversified and only av 'lable for 
purchase, either directly or indirectly, by separate accounts of one or more ins 
companies. L 


It therefore has been determined to be in the best interests of GVIT ID $rids' 
shareholders to reallocate investments by the GVIT ID Funds from the GMF U derlying 
Funds into the corresponding GVIT Underlying Funds. It is proposed that the VIT ID 
Funds will redeem their interests from the GMF Underlying Funds and acquire hares of 
the conesponding GVIT Underlying Funds. Each GMF Underlying Fund and 1i s 
corresponding GVITUnderlying Fund has the same investment objectives and 
managed in the same manner by the same portfolio manager(s), and, after 
the transactions contemplated herein, has or will have substantially 
k~ldings .~  

As of November 30,2006, the GVIT ID Funds' current aggregate owndship in 
the GMFUnderlying Funds was as follows: I 

GMlF Underlyin~ Funds 

Gartmore S&P 500 Index Fund 38.0% 

Gartmore Mid Cap Index Fund , 42.9% 

Gartmore International Index 51.6% 

Fund 

Gartmore Small Cap Index Fund 43.9% I
Gartmors Bond Index Fund 58.9% 

G a r t m o ~Enhanced Income Fund 


To avoid imposing adverse tax consequences and brokerage costs7 on th 
remaining retail shareholders in the GMF Underlying Funds and 
GVIT Underlying Funds shareholders, Gartrnore proposes to 

Since the index fundsdo not require full replication of the benchmark index's holdings in oider to 
meet their respective objectives, t .could bc different securities to some extcnt between 4 GMF 
Underlying Fund and the corresponding W I T  Underlying Fund. Marc impomdy, howe 
security held by a GMF Underlying Fund muld bc an digiblc inwtmcn~ for the c o m c s p o ~ ~ ~ w ~  
Underlying Fund. In addition, the corresponding Funds may have diKerent asset sizes and aily caah 
flow^, We also note that each GMF Underlying Fund and the correspondingGVITUnder1 ' g Pund 

will have the same expenses. 
 t 
Brokerage coets would not be an issue if the transactions contemplated herein were effected ioreliance 
on Rule 17a-7 under the 1940 Act. Howcvcr, hat cxemptive rule would not be beneficial 
rearons more Mly discussed below. 
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through simultaneous in-kind redemptions and purchases ("Proposed Transacti ns"). 
Under the Proposed Transactions, the GVIT IDFunds would effect in-kind red ptions
of their shares in the GMF Underlying Funds on a pro rata basis and uee those ortfolio 
securities to acquire shares of the corresponding GVIT Underlying Funds. The GMF 
Underlying Funds would effect the proposed in-kind redemptions in accordanttwith the 
conditions set forth in the staffs letter to Signature Financial Group, Inc. (Dec. 28, 1999) 
("'Signature Letter") and in conjunction with their procedures for redemptions i -kind, 
which require compliance with the SignatureLetter. Consequently, we are not equesting 
relief concerning these transactions. Completion of the Proposed Transactions, however, 
would require the GVIT ID Funds, upon redemption fiom the GMF Underlying Funds, to 
make corresponding purchases of shares of the GVIT Underlying Funds using e in-kind 
redemption proceeds. It is the purchase in-kind transactions of shares of the GiIT 
Underlying Funds for which we are seeking no-action relief 

The Proposed Transactions between the GVIT Underlying Funds and 
ID Funds will be conducted only under the following circumstances 
Procedures"), which are consistent with and based on the 
Letter: 

1. 	 An in-kind purchase or sale will not dilute the interests of the sh 
of the GVITUnderlying Funds or GVIT ID Funds; 

2. 	 The in-kind consideration accepted by a GVITUnderlying 
consist of securities that are appropriate, in type and amount, for 
investment by the GVIT Underlying Fund in light of its 
objectives and policies, and currsnt holdings; 

3. 	 A GVIT ID Fund's in-kind consideration will consist only of the 
kind redemption proceeds obtained through the redemption of ah 
the corresponding GMFUnderlying Fund; 

4, 	 A GMF Underlying Fund and the corresponding GVIT Underlyi g Fund 
will have the same procedures for determining their net asset val es, and 
will follow those procedures in determining the amount of red tion 
proceeds to be paid to the GVIT ID Fund upon the redemption 4in kind 
transactions, and the amount of GVITUndmlying Fund shares 
GVIT IDFund,respectively. A GMF Underlying Fund and 
GVITUnderlying Fund will ascribe the same value to the in-kin 
consideration; 

5 .  	 The in-kind redemptions and purchases will be effected sirnultanLoously; 

6. 	 GVIT will effect the purchase in-kind transactions pursuant to prbcedures 
adopted by the Board on behalf of the GVIT ID Funds and the GPIT 
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Underlying Funds, including a majority of trustees who are not 
persons" as defined in Section 2(a)(19) of the 1940 Act ("lndep 
Trustees"), that are reasonably designed to provide that the 
kind are effected in a manner consistent with (1) through 

7. 	 The Board of the GVIT ID 
Independent Trustees, will determine, 
30-day period immediately after 
all in-kind purchases made by 
sales of Fund shares by the GVITUnderlying Funds; (a) 
accordance with these procedures; (b) did not favor a 
the detriment of any other shareholder of a GVIT 
favor a GVIT Underlying Fund to the detriment 
(c) were in the best interests of such GVIT 
Fund; 

8. 	 GVIT will maintain and preserve for a period of not less than 
firom the end of the fiscal year in which the transaction 
two years in an easily accessible place, a copy of its 
procedures, as well as other records for the purchase 
the identity of the GVIT ID Fund and the 
Fund, a description of the composition of 
relevant GVITUnderlying Fund and 
asset's value) immediately prior to 
each security delivered in 
of the in-lund purchase, 
valuations were made, and a description of the composition of th 
investment portfolios of the relevant GVIT Underlying Fund and IGVIT ID 
Fund (inchding each asset's value) 30 days aRer the in-kind bran action; 
and 

9. 	 Gartmore will, consistent with its fiduciary duties, disclose to 
Independent Trustees of the GVIT Board the exietence of, 
material facts relating to, any conflicts of interest between 
the GVIT Underlying Funds and between Gartmore and 
Funds in the proposed transactions to allow the 
approve the in-kind transaction. 

The procedures to be used to value the in-kind portfolio securitias will be based 

objective and verifiable valuation measures. The GMF Underlying Funds will 

securities for the in-kind redemption on the same day and at the same price that 

Underlying Funds value the securities to be used in the in-kind purchase of its s 
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The Proposed Transactions will also satisfy all but three of the requir ents of 
Rule 17a-7 under the 1940 Act, as interpreted by the staff of the Commission. 
GVIT ID Funds and the GVITUnderlying Funds may be deemed affiliated by easone 
other than sharing a common investment adviser, common trustees andlor co 
officers.' Second, the Proposed Transaction would not strictly involve cash-for securities 
as required by Rule 17t1-7(3).~ Third, although all of the in-kind portfolio sec ties in the 
Proposed Traneactions will be securities for which market quotes are readily 
accordance with Rule 17a-7(a), the pricing procedures would not follow 
methodology set forth in Rule 17a-7(b) in that the Proposed 
asset value" valuation procedures in determining the amount of redemption prokeeds to 
be paid to the GVIT DD Funds upon the redemption in-kind transactions, and 
of GVIT Underlying Fund shares to sell to the GVITIDFunds, respectively. 
alIow the GMF Underlying Funds and the GVITUnderlying Funds to effect 
transactions with a minimum of disruption to current operations. In light of 
procedures that will accompany use of these valuation methods, as 
(including, particularly, the fact that the redemptions in-kind and 
would be effected at the same prices), the use of these methods 
result in disadvantages for the GMF Underlying Funds or 

111. Issue Presented 

Section 17(a)(l) of the 1940 Act prohibits any affiliated person of a regiAtered 
investment company ("first-tier affiliate"), or any affiliated person of such pers 
("second-tier affiliate"), acting as principal, fkom knowingly selling securities 
property to the investment company. Section 1 7(a)(2) of the 1940 Act 
tier affiliate or second-tier affiliate of a registered investment 
principal, h m  knowingly purchasing securities or other 
company (except securities of which the seller is the issuer). 

Section 2(a)(3)(C) of the 1940 Act defines an "afliliated person" of 
person as "any person directly or indirectly conrrolling, controlled by, or 
control with, such other person." The SEC staff has taken the position 
invsstment companies share a common investment adviser, such 

See tnfia note 12. 

See, e.g., hl Fun& Insn'~ltonal Monoged Ttusr (Jul, 20,1988); CmhAccumulallon l h wdDoily 
Accumulation Fund (Nov. 30, 1984). ! 

' O  	 We note h t  the staff, in the GE Letter, permided the use of "net asact value" valuation pro edures that 
wera diffcmnt from the procedurce described in Rule 17a-7(b). See, obo. f i s t  Fun& Insll ffonal 
Managed 2 h s t  supra note 9. The incoxrung letter in that case noted that shareholdcra would not be any 
worac offby uac of "net anset value" proccdurce and, in hct, could in certain cases enjoy niindfill if 
Rule 17a-7(%) procedures were used inetead to value the securities for making an in-kind p hase, 
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considered to be under common control and, therefore, first-ticr affiliates of e adh other." 
The GVIT ID Funds and the GVIT Underlying Funds, by virtue of having in c rnrnon 
Gartmore, or an afiliate of Gartmore, as their investment adviser, may be cons'dered to 
be under common control and, thus, first-tier affiliates of each other." 4 


The Proposed Transactions could implicate Section 17(a)(l) of the 194d Act to 
the extent the GVIT ID Funds are deemed to be selling portfolio securities to th GVR 
Underlying Funds, By its terms, Section 17(a)(l) does not apply to the followi g: (1)6
securities of which the buyer is the issuer;lS or (2) securities of which the seller 1s the 
issuer and which are part of a general offering to the holders of a class of its se 'ties," 
Neither of these exemptions is available in the case of the sale of portfolio sec ties to 
the GVITUnderlying Funds. First, the GVIT ID Funds would not be stlling ah es 
issued by the GVIT Underlying Funds to the GVITUnderlying Funds (e.g.,sec 'ties of 
which the buyer is the issuer). Second, the GVIT IDFunds would not be sellin 1their 
own shares (e.g,,securities of which the seller is the issuer) to the GVIT Underl g 
Funds (and the sales of these shares would not constitute a general offering to e isting 
shareholders). 

The Proposed Transactions also could implicate Section 17(a)(2) ofthe 940 Act 
to the extent the GVIT Underlying Funds are deemed to be purchasing portfolio 
securities from the GVIT ID Funds. It is true that Section 17(a)(2) does not ap ly to 
"securities of which the seller is the issuer," and, therefore, the purchase by the VIT ID 
Funds of shares issued by the GVIT Underlying Funds would not be prohibited ry 
Section 17(a)(2). However, this exemption would not be available in the case o the 
Proposed Transactions since the GVITUnderlying Funds would be purchasing ortfolio 
securities from the GVIT ID Funds rather than shares issued by the GVIT ID F ds. 

I '  See Nsw finglarrd Mutual Lfjk Insurance Co. (June 3, 1987), 1 
" The G W  1Db d s  aleo could be deemed fist-tier afiliates of thc W I T  Underlying 

Section 2(a)(3)(A) of the 1940 Act to the cxtcnt ehcy own, control, or hold witb power 
more of the outstanding vob;ng securities of the OVIT Underlying Funds. In addition, 
Funds and the O W  Underlying Funds may be dccmd to be common control 
having the sameBoard of %tees and the sameprincipal undcrwritcr. 

I' Section 17(a)(l)(A) of the 1940 Act. I'' Scction 17(a)(l)(B) of tho 1940 Act. It also should be noted that Section 17(a)(l)(C) of the 1940 Act 
exempts "securities deposited with thc trustee of a unit investment trust or periodic paymcn plan by 
the depositoT thereof." The Proposed Tramactions will not pertain to any unit investment t ort
periodic payment plan and, consequently, thie exemption would not be available. 1 
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IV-	 Legal Analysb 

The Proposed Transactions, as implemented under the Proposed Proced es, wilI 
not give rise to the self-dealing and overreaching concerns that Section 17(a) o the 1940 
Act was designed to prevent. Indeed, the Proposed Transactions will permit re aining 
shareholders of aha GMF Underlying Funds to avoid significant adverse tax 
consequences and brokerage costs that would be caused by cash redemptions fr,m thosei
Funds. In addition, the Proposed Transactions will be implemented in virtually 
manner as the in-kind purchases in the GE Letter where the staff granted Sectio 
relief. 

A. 	 Proposed Transactions Are Conaistcnt sLtb Purposes of 9ectlon 17(r) 
of the 1940 Act 

The Commission has observed that Section 17(a) of the 1940 Act wa 
mainly to prohibit "a purchase or sale transaction when a party to the trans 
the ability and the pecuniary incentiver to influence the actions of the inves 
~ompany."'~Thus,Section 17(a) was designed to prevent self-dealing an 
overreaching of a registered investment company by its affiliates.16 Acco 
stated in the GELetter that a purchase in-kind transaction raises two core 
underlying Section 17(a).I7 First, an afiliate may use its influence to cau 
investment company to accept unwanted portfolio securities. Second, sn 
use its influence to cause the regatered investment company to issue its 
affiliate in exchange for consideration (i.e.,securities) that is of lesser v 
shares issued. The Proposed Transactions, if conducted consistent with 
Procedures, will not raise these, concms. I 

Under the Proposed Procedures, neither the GVIT ID Funds nor an 
use their influence as affiliated persons to cause a GVIT Underlying Fund 
unwanted portfolio securities. Similarly, neither the GVITUnderlying 
affiliate could use their influence a~affiliated persons to overreach a GVIT ID 
selecting particular securities to be transferred as in-kind consideration. 
consideration would be consistent, in type and amount, with each 
Fund's investment objectives and policies. The in-kind 
the entire pro rata in-kind proceeds from the 
GMFUnderlying Fund, which has the same 

l5  See Investment Company Act Release No,10886 (Oct. 2,1979) (citing lnvearmsnoTrusts 

Investment Companies: Hearings on S. 3580 Before a Subcornm. Of the Senare Corn. 

and Currency, 76' Cong., 3d Seas., ar 256-59 (1940)). 


See Invcsment Company Mergers,Investment Company Act Release No.25259 (Nov. 8, d001).
I 

" See OE Letter. 	 1 
16 
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managed by the same manager in the same manner, and will, aftw completing e 
Proposed Transactions, have substantially identical portfolio holdings as the 
corresponding GVIT Underlying Fund. Moreover, the GVIT Board will revie ethe in- 
kind purchases to ensure that, among other things, no GVIT Underlying Fund a cepts 
unwanted portfolio securities, 

In addition, in view of the protections provided by the Proposed Procad es, 
neither a GVIT ID Fund nor its affiliate could use their influence as affiliated p rsons to 
cause a GVIT Underlying Fund to issue its shares in exchange for in-kind consi eration 
that was of lesser value than the shares. Likewise, neither a GVIT Underlying und nor 
its affiliate could use its influence as an affiliated person to cause a GVITID1d to 
exchange its in-kind consideration for shares of a GVIT Underlying Fund that as of 
lesser value than the in-kind consideration. The Proposed Procedures that woul be 
adopted by the Board focus on the proper and consistent valuation of the in-kin 
considerationby GVIT Unddying Funds and GMF Underlying 
portfolio securities being tendered by a GVIT ID Fund to a 
valued at the same price as the GMF Underlying Fund has 
determination by the Board that the in-kind purchases do not favor any particip 
or any other shareholders thereof. In addition, the Proposed Procedures 
Underlying Fund and the corresponding GVIT ID Fund to make and 
relating to the in-kind purchase that would facilitate later reviewp as 
in-kind puchasss. 

B. 	 Proposed Transactions Avoid Adverse Consequences for I 
Shareholders 

We recognize that Rule 17a-7 
of Section 17(a) certain purchase and sale 
companies, However, reliance on Rule 17a-7 would require cash 
purchase and sale transactions. Realized sales of portfolio securities in the G 
Underlying Funds will result in significant adverse tax 
retail shareholders. Lnitial projections 
redemptions would be approximately 
consequencee for the remaining shareholders of many of the GMF Underlying 
Therefore, we believe Rule 17a-7 would be an 
the redemptions and the nature of the capital gains that would be realized by the, 
remaining GMP Underlying Funds' shareholders. By permitting the Proposed 

" We notc that thie figureis an estimated projection of thc aggregated capital gains calculate 
about May 1,2006. 
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Transactions to be effected as described above, the remaining shareholders o f t  e GMF 
Underlying Funds will avoid these adverse tax consequence^.'^ 

In view of the unsatisfactory nature of the Rule 17a-7 exemption for theIe 
purposes, only one remaining alternative would be available if the in-kind rede ptions 
ware not permissible, which is to conduct cash redemptions. Cash redemptions, would 
require the GMF Underlying Funds to incur a11the same adverse tax consequences, as 
well as significant brokerage costs to sell portfolio securities. Likewise, the G M' '4 
Underlying Funds would also incur significant brokerage costs if the Underlyin Funds 
were to receive cash and invest it in substantially similar portfolio securities. T e 
Proposed Transactions would permit the Funds to avoid such adverse tax conse uences 
and brokerage costs. Similarly, the in-kind purchases would benefit the GVIT Funds 
by allowing each GVIT ID Fund to avoid significant brokerage costs that woul be1
incurred if it had to sell the in-kind consideration to realize the cash nacessary t 
purchase shares of the GVIT Underlying Funds. I

C. Relevant Precedent 

The requested relief ia substantially similar to the relief granted in the 
As in the GE Letter, the Proposed Transactions involve an affiliated person's 
portfolio securities to a registemd investment company in exchange for the issu 
fund shares. The Proposed Procedures, which m virtually identical to the 
forth in the GE Letter, ensure that no affiliated person of o GVIT 
be in a position to overreach that Fund by causing it to accept 
securities in connection with a purchase in-kind transaction or 
The Proposed Procedures have been expanded to address the 
kind purchase transaction is a registered investment 
Procedures require the Board to oversee the in-kind 
Fund and each GVIT Underlying Fund. 

As noted by the staff in the GE Letter, ''a purchase in-kind transaction 
an investor that is itself a registered investment company may raise additional 
under Section 17(a)" of the 1940 ~ c t . "  We agree with zhe staff that, in 
Section 17(a)(l), parts of the Proposed Transactions also implicate 
discussed above, the GVIT Underlying Funds could be deemed to 
portfolio securities fi-ornthe GVIT ID Funds. Thus, since thc 

I 

' l9 	 Because the GMFUnderlying Fun& would satisfL the redemption requesta 
capital gains would not be realized on rhe assets redeemed in-kind, but instcad 
correspondmg,GVITUndcrlying Funds upon their receipt of the in-kind assets. 
the GVIT Underlying Fundsare used only as funding options in conntction 
idaurancaproducts. 

'O GE Letter at n,1 3.  
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securities of which the GVIT ID Funds arc the issums, the proposed in-kin 

GVITUnderlying Fund shares may implicate the prohibitions of Section 1 

However, this factor, in and of itself, should not be grounds for denial o f t  

relief because the concerns raised by Section 17(a)(2) are similar to the c 

by Section 17(a)(l) and are also addressed by the Proposed Procedures d 

The Proposed Procedures ensure that the GVIT Underlying Funds woul 

any unwanted portfolio securities. As stated above, each GMF Underl 

corresponding GVITUnderlying Fund will have the same invcstm 

policies, be managed in the same manner by the same portfolio m 

completion of the transactions contemplated herein, have substantially 

holdings. In addition, the proposed pricing and valuation procedures, as well 

simultaneous nature of the in-kind transactions ensure that the GVIT 

able to use their influence as affiliates to cause the GVIT Underlying 

shares in exchange for in-kind consideration that is of lesser value th 


D. Consistent witb Rule 17a-7 under the 1940 Act I 
As discussed above, the Proposed Transactions will comply with subst tially all 

of the requirements of Rule 17a-7 under the 1940 Act. There is added assuranc ,i 
therefore, that the concms giving rise to the prohibitions of Section 17(a) of th 1940 
Act are not likely to occur under the Proposed Transactions. 1I 

For the foregoing reasons, we respectfully request that the staff agree no to 
recommend enforcement action to the Commission for a violation of Section 17ba) oEtht;tht; 
1940 Act if GVIT were to accept the in-kind inveshnent h m  GVIT ID Funds p suant 
to the Proposed Transactions. 

If the staff requires any further information in connection with this requ 
believes it would be helpful to discuss any of these points, please call me at 
8407 or Peter M. Hong at (202) 419-8429, 

Sincerely, 

Stradley Ronon Stevens & Young, 
Lawrence P. Stadulis 


